Mobility is happening

As the modern workplace evolves into mobility, up to 29% of corporate data will flow between mobile devices and the cloud by 2018. 2 You don’t want the confidential data to be at risk of a breach.

Here are a few security risks that can threaten your organisation:

- **Malicious criminal attacks**
  - System glitches
  - Human error

- **In the U.S., there are three root causes of data breaches**:
  - Malicious criminal attacks (41%)
  - System glitches or human error (33%)
  - Insider threats (26%)

- **How can a smart business strike a balance between trusting employees and trusting their devices?** The answer is in the very building blocks of a device's security – the hardware.

Create balance through trusted hardware

**Mobility introduces security risks**

Mobility-driven business and bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policies can give access to your company’s sensitive data. Your highly confidential information is at risk.

How can a smart business strike a balance between trusting employees and trusting their devices? The answer is in the very building blocks of a device’s security – the hardware.

**Silicon choices for your mobile workforce**

- **Silicon choices**

  - *How can a smart business strike a balance between trusting employees and trusting their devices?* The answer is in the very building blocks of a device’s security – the hardware.

**Security compliance**

- **Security compliance**

  - Ensure that the device you select meets the highest standards for security compliance as set by third-party boards.

**Central management**

- **Central management**

  - Simplify deployment and key recovery, provide centralised compliance monitoring and reporting, and reduce costs associated with supporting devices.

**Thin client vs. full-featured terminal**

- **Thin client vs. full-featured terminal**

  - **Thin clients** require thin clients that are efficient in managing applications, yet can be compromised.

- **Full-featured terminals**

  - Hardware and mitigate security threats.

**Create balance through trusted hardware**

- **How can a smart business strike a balance between trusting employees and trusting their devices? The answer is in the very building blocks of a device’s security – the hardware.**